Cynthia Hopkins

"She blurs the edges of confession and performance, concert and play,
memory and creation ... Hopkins pulls off the impossible: She makes
postmodernism danceable once again."
— Time Out New York
"A shaggy, stunning cri de coeur."
— Time Out New York

"Ms. Hopkins is marvelously good
and sympathetic company."
—The New York Times

"a triumph of disciplined thinking, narrative
fluidity and musical accomplishment."
— The New York Times

cynthiahopkins.com

"A feast for the senses"
— Backstage

Attend a lot of performances, and you start to
notice this: There are those onstage who are
charming when they heckle their audiences,
and those who aren’t.
Into the charming category goes Cynthia Hopkins, whose new 75-minute show at the Bushwick Starr, “The Alcoholic Movie Musical!,”
opened on Saturday night with some gentle
but pointed ribbing of those who had just paid
money to see it. It will come as no surprise to
those familiar with Ms. Hopkins to learn that
her ultimate target was herself — specifically
her musical, her ordeal in making her musical,
and her life choices, and lack of choices, that
contributed to this ordeal.
“It’s a disaster, and it hasn’t even begun,” she laments early on, staring out suspiciously at us from behind a piano. But that’s not quite true; as its name perhaps suggests, “The Alcoholic Movie Musical!” has been building (or
is it running out of?) steam for a while. Though the stage is stripped down, featuring only Ms. Hopkins and Jeff
Sugg operating within a tangle of wires, projections and equipment, the somewhat narrative plot is complicated;
autobiographical elements (whether actual or invented) are combined with meta-theatrical meditations on those
elements. For example: Being an alcoholic becomes conflated with struggling to write a screenplay about being
an alcoholic, a process made more difficult by, among other things, being an alcoholic.
Along the way, Ms. Hopkins sheds supporters, who are all portrayed by her or Mr. Sugg, both in video and
onstage. (The old finger-as-mustache gag is used to rather irresistible effect for the latter sections.) The joke, of
course, is that Ms. Hopkins is marvelously good and sympathetic company; artfully plain, her sung and spoken
meditations on the agony of creation come as a relief to those who have faced the same difficulties to see something through. Her clumsily aspirational dance routines delight. And her thoughts on how best to utilize her
drinking problem (“I want to be the Temple Grandin of alcoholism”) are a compelling stew of funny, manipulative and strange.
So perhaps this is too much of a proscriptive quibble, but I found myself wondering what “The Alcoholic Movie
Musical!” might do if it weren’t quite so charming — if its messy edges weren’t, in fact, pretty tidy, and its heroine were more a wreck than a lovable wreck. It’s fun to watch Ms. Hopkins talk about going off the rails, and, if
even some of the autobiographical elements are true, she speaks with authority. What would happen if, onstage,
she did the same?

“A Living Documentary,” Cynthia Hopkins’s new one-woman show at New York Live Arts, is small-scale and
stripped down, with a barely-there set and minimal technical accouterments. It’s a departure from some of
her recent, more involved productions; Ms. Hopkins’ s name is the only one in the program.
But the musical performance artist is not quite the only person present. Employing efficient, onstage changes of costume, makeup and wig, Ms. Hopkins
cycles through several characters of varied age and gender (this being Ms.
Hopkins, however, they all sing). Yet she also undermines her creations, so
that the line between autobiography and fiction remains ambiguous. Her storytelling persona is folksy and sincere: factual is another matter.
This slippery approach is one strategy for dealing with the intractable issue at hand in “A Living Documentary”: how to do the work one wants,
while also earning a living. Or, to put it more bluntly, as Ms. Hopkins does
one point, “If you run a nonprofit theater company, Jesus, Mary and Joseph
help you.”

at

Ms. Hopkins was preaching to the choir on Thursday night. Her audience
contained many New York artists who are all too well acquainted with the
terribly underfunded world of noncommercial theater, in which performers and creators tend to subsidize the
whole shebang, working for little or no pay. Dark laughter accompanied one of Ms. Hopkins’s best segments
of the night, a motivational speaker who drew salty, sharp distinctions between the money available to build
fancy theater lobbies and the scarcity of resources dedicated to supporting the artists who draw audiences
through those lobbies.
“A Living Documentary” doesn’t really offer solutions (though it does smartly advocate doing less). But as
theater it ultimately offers something more satisfying and complicated: a series of overlapping and sometimes
contradictory impulses and desires around the making of art, laced with bracing reminders of the true costs
involved in these quixotic pursuits.

The Fabric Workshop and Museum has temporarily become a
funeral home. Visitors are invited to pay their respects to past
performances of musician and theater artist Cynthia Hopkins.
Hopkins creates theater works with original music and text, often
including autobiographical stories. In Memorabilia, she has created
a quilt for each of five large-scale performance works that she has
carried off, going back to Accidental Nostalgia (premiered in 2004),
through 2013’s This Clement World.
In her live performances, Hopkins shows herself to be a multi-talented artist, capable of immensely original songs and stories, convincingly performed by Hopkins herself. With Memorabilia, she reveals her talents as a visual artist as well; the memorial quilts are compelling as objects even if they weren’t attached to an additional body of work. (She shares credit with
collaborators Jim Findlay and Jeff Sugg, in addition to naming all those who supported the creation of the original works.)
They are sculptures as much as they are quilts, incorporating materials ranging from Astroturf to her father’s ties, red velvet
stage curtain material to paper cocktail umbrellas. These materials have been harvested from the stage productions, both
their research and realization.
The five quilts are at the physical center of the exhibit, but the visitor is also surrounded by an aural experience. There is a
surround sound installation of Requiem for Five Deceased Musical Performance Works (performed by Philadelphia vocalists
Alex Bechtel, Martha Stuckey, Dito Van Reigersberg, and Maria Konstantinidis, joined by Hopkins and Sugg), including music
from each of the memorialized shows. Each quilt is accompanied by text on the wall, handwritten by Hopkins in bright colors.
The size of the text requires the viewer to get close to the wall, but then to read the whole line requires a slight rocking of
the body, reminding the viewer of their own physicality.
Hopkins asks, how is a performance like a person? Memorabilia is a “memorial service in honor and remembrance of five live
theatrical works that like all living things were conceived and generated and were born and lived for a while and now have
died.” Like individuals, artistic productions gather people around them, each bringing their own histories, before dispersing
again. Each has its own character, its own set of demands, its own unique miniature world. What’s left after a life? What’s
left after a production? For the latter, there is often only a video of the performance, maybe a few file folders, or some set
pieces in storage. The quilts feel infinitely more satisfying than a performance video, and it must be because they are closer
to the spirit of the original. The video artifact always feels like a hopelessly pale ghost of the real thing. Memorabilia comes
at the issue of recording from an entirely different angle, and each painstaking stitch seems to illustrate something of the
life of the show. Archival performance videos feel dead and lonely, with little sense of the feel of the audience or the spark in
the air. The exhibit at the Fabric Workshop pays homage in a way that feels more fitting to the wild freshness of the original works. Hopkins is also present in the exhibit on so many levels, her essence seems imbued in every element; her voice
caresses you as you’re examining her handwriting or admiring the intricacy of a quilt element.
Hopkins makes a concerted effort to stress the celebratory elements of a memorial service, pointing out in a variety of ways
that “endings therefore make room for new things to be born.” If the old things are so eloquently honored, and the new
things are so beautiful themselves, Memorabilia does provide some comfort and solace, even as the show highlights that
“nothing, nothing ever lasts.”

Cynthia Hopkins: Memorabilia
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The top floor of the Fabric Workshop and Museum is
currently devoted to Cynthia Hopkins’ Memorabilia, an
elegiac requiem for five of the Brooklyn-based artist’s
previous performance pieces. Known for her large-scale,
musical, and highly theatrical performances, Hopkins now
memorializes her past works in five suspended quilts,
corresponding texts, and a sound piece providing continuous musical and oratory narration. The five performances
to which this show gives tribute present, in their memorialization, a personal narrative that expands and contracts in
scale, tracing a migratory lineage of the artist’s preoccupations and concerns.
Hopkins’ soundtrack, a mesmerizing loop of song and
hypnotic speech, invades you as soon as you enter the
exhibition space. Sound fills the gallery completely, plays
without pause, and seems indeed to permeate your very
body. Hopkins’ dulcet and omnipresent tones shift in
register as you wander among her five quilts. Sometimes a
friendly, helpful guide, the sound often moves beyond an explanatory narrative to achieve a profound sense of reverent spiritual gravity.
Spend enough time in the gallery, and the pervasiveness and persistence of Hopkins’ voice may start to overwhelm and oppress.
The sound is also a reiteration of Hopkins’ text, which is handwritten on the gallery walls in colorful paint. Both iterations accompany the
quilts, sometimes venturing explanations, sometimes recreating scripts from the original performances. Meanwhile, the quilts themselves act as repositories for the material detritus of the performances, assembling props and visual scraps, notes, and drawings into
panels that communicate stories without acting them out. They effectively function like memories, as histories in composite form. They
are also devices for the memorialization and recollection. In The Success of Failure (or, The Failure of Success) Memorial Quilt, a diagram maps out personal and familial failings and redemptions. Its verso (all of the quilts are double-sided) is a schematic reconception
of a more expansive collective history: human, world, and universe. A spiral pattern formats this history, situating the human as a mere
moment in a duration by which it is both preceded and surpassed – this juxtaposition of personal narrative with extra-anthropocentric
history is one of Hopkins’ many plays on scale throughout the show.
Hopkins’ approach to the specific demands of this show alludes to the impossibility of translating performance work into representation.
In Accidental Nostalgia Memorial Quilt, her attempts at psychological mapping – which take the form of a causal chart of traumas and
neuroses – are a futile imposition of order onto material that remains a hopelessly indecipherable blend of fact and extravagant fiction,
as is also the case in the 2006 Accidental Nostalgia performance. In a similar vein, Hopkins’ vocal narrations at times become unintelligible as her speech speeds up and sounds reverberate around the brick-walled exhibition space. While the Fabric Workshop kindly
provides headphones so that visitors may listen to the soundtrack sans interference, it is difficult not to view these periodic dissolutions
into incoherence as integral to the work and the problems posed by representing performance. The show might best be thought of not
as an archival presentation of the artist’s performances, a method pursued so frequently by museums and galleries, but rather an act of
shedding or a “getting rid of,” as Hopkins herself mentions in her relentless monologue.
As such, considerations of death – her own, her father’s, humanity’s – mortality, and rebirth that recur throughout the show find a
fitting parallel in the terminality inherent to this exhibition. This Clement World Memorial Quilt, for example, enacts a fantasy of human
extinction. The piece documents the narrator’s fixation with climate change and desire to outlive our collective demise in order to to
experience a new world unburdened of humanity. The quilt is composed on one side of a dense mass of notes on assorted scraps of
paper, taken while the artist was researching climate change for the original performance. The other side is an Astroturf ground framed
in bamboo caning, upon which a few small mounted antlers are placed. A white diagram charts the narrator’s wish to live long enough
to pass through to the other side of the anthropocene.
Like This Clement World Memorial Quilt, the exhibition as a whole, though fixated on the past, incites imaginings of a future after the
end. But despite this exploration of futurity, the overwhelming mood of the show remains one of melancholy, even disappointment. A
series of scrapbooks of original performance, it leaves us wishing the performance back to life in its stead. That is, after all, the nature
of memorials.

The Truth: A Tragedy

Singer-performer Cynthia Hopkins unpacks her father’s legacy.
By Helen Shaw | Mon May 17 2010
Time Out Ratings:
In The Truth: A Tragedy—the newest, hugely
moving Cynthia Hopkins descent into self-obsession—the actor-singer performs a song
that is not, strictly speaking, her own. Pounding away at a synthesizer, the composer-performer launches into Onions!, her father’s
tonally insane musical about a man working
up the nerve (or “onions”) to jump off a ledge.
According to our unreliable narrator (Hopkins
frequently refers to her alcoholism and psychotropic meds), this masterpiece was only
ever performed by the elder Hopkins’s
11-year-old students. Whether this is fact or fabulation matters little; we care more about how the petal-faced
enchanter can so bewitch us with a seemingly simple brew of her family’s poignant eccentricities. Hopkins and
director DJ Mendel erect a fun-house museum in the lobby so her strange music-and-monologue tribute to her
dad exists as the final “curiosity” on display. Her syncopated delivery and haunting yet rollicking songs operate
as beautifully as they did in her larger pieces—such as The Success of Failure (or, the Failure of Success)—in
which she embroidered allegories onto her own self-destructive instincts. Here, Hopkins tells straightforward
tales about her father, his Parkinson’s disease and his housekeeping habits. Despite the avant-garde trappings
(she stashes half the show’s props inside her own costume; she tumbles occasionally into Faye Driscoll’s
Japanese-inflected dance breaks), The Truth hews to documentary lines, including a reenactment of an interview with her father’s old girlfriend and video of him confined to a wheelchair. This narrowing focus actually
increases our unease, as Hopkins fetishizes her family’s pain. Yes, the piece is funny and odd and full of
musical delights. But it’s still a tragedy; you’ll need to grow some onions to enjoy it.

Inviting friends over for dinner and then sitting them
down to watch a slide show of your vacation photos
was once a surefire way to turn intimates into acquaintances. Now, thanks to the wonders of social media, we
can all share snaps of our fabulous trip to Nepal in a
less oppressive style. But the quirky performer and
writer Cynthia Hopkins takes the traditional route in
her new show, “This Clement World,” a singing sermon
preaching the evils of global warming.
The show, which opened on Sunday night at St. Ann’s
Warehouse, was inspired by a three-week trip through
Arctic waters Ms. Hopkins took in the company of
other green-minded artists, scientists and activists.
Gorgeous footage of her journey, featuring mountainous glaciers gliding by in all their mystery and majesty,
provides the bewitching background for Ms. Hopkins’s idiosyncratic theatrical essay on her awakening to the
grim details of humankind’s deleterious effects on the natural world.
The alarms she rings about climate change are surely familiar sounds to audiences at St. Ann’s. Theatergoers
with a taste for the kind of adventurous fare presented at this Brooklyn theater are the kind of people who
probably know the exact size of their carbon footprint already and are doing their level best to squeeze into a
smaller shoe size, so to speak. Had she polled the audience to find supporters of fracking, I suspect that nary a
hand would have been raised.
But if the issues Ms. Hopkins is addressing are already gospel truths to the liberal minded and environmentally
attuned, her approach to airing them is marked by a savvy mastery of multiple media, not to mention a fiercely
individualistic approach to autobiographical theater. In “This Clement World,” written by Ms. Hopkins and directed by D J Mendel, she exchanges the obsessive ruminations on the pathologies that have marked her life in
previous shows, like “The Success of Failure (or, the Failure of Success),” for a full-hearted if sometimes repetitive engagement with the suffering of someone else: namely battered, beleaguered old Mother Nature. As she
says toward the beginning of the show, “This documentary process is my way of building a bridge or opening a
doorway between my previously solipsistic existence and a larger world of concern.”
Ms. Hopkins set out to make a film of her voyage aboard a 100-year-old double-masted Dutch ship, the Noorderlicht. The ship has lately been repurposed to become a touring vessel for a British organization with a ...
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... mission to “foster dialogue about the climate crisis by bringing together artists and climate scientists” on voyages to the Arctic, where the effects of global warming are readily apparent. Unfortunately, as she admits with
appealing candor, she proved a clueless novice in the filmmaking department, resulting in inferior sound quality.
And so in one of the show’s most enjoyable segments we watch filmed interviews with her companions, for which
Ms. Hopkins herself supplies the voices. Because she’s a gifted mimic, the ventriloquism adds a sheen of humor
to her interviews with the crusty (natch) ship’s captain, a perky young activist from Barcelona (formerly of New
Jersey), a British specialist in ocean physics and a hilariously dour German artist who muses morosely on the
ethics of the voyage itself. Glowering at the camera she worries about “being a very consuming being during this
whole time, not a creating but a consuming one.”
Although the visual imagery Ms. Hopkins culled from her voyage through the Arctic is among the greatest pleasures of the show — at times it’s hard to attend to her narration because the vistas of serene white landscapes
untouched by human hands are so beguiling — “This Clement World” also provides consistent allure in Ms. Hopkins’s original songs.
When she wraps her big, rich, soulful voice around an anthem to the beauty of the natural world or the folly of
our disregard for it, the show transcends the sometimes didactic treatment of its subject. Ms. Hopkins is backed
by a seven-piece band and a chorus of four, and the sound they collectively produce resembles the sumptuous,
symphonic pop of bands like Arcade Fire, Florence and the Machine, and Sigur Ros.
For all its eccentric flourishes Ms. Hopkins’s approach to her material sometimes trades too heavily and obviously in message mongering. I got a kick out of the extraterrestrial narrator she impersonates at one point, who has
disguised himself as a baseball-cap-wearing good ol’ boy — perhaps not the most natural choice for Ms. Hopkins’s
audience.
On the other hand, the segments involving an American Indian woman who died during an 1864 massacre had
me gritting my teeth. Ms. Hopkins appears in poncho and face paint, while on the video screen the English translation of the woman’s internal screed unscrolls: “You’ve turned paradise into hell,” she rants (silently). “You’re
poisoning your own well. You tried to enslave nature, but nature is stronger than you. Nature will prevail. You are
the endangered species.”
That point is made repeatedly throughout “This Clement World.” Most of us are by now aware that the comparative former “clemency” of the natural world, which Ms. Hopkins intimately experiences even in the seemingly
hostile climate of the far north, is increasingly giving way to more volatile global weather patterns. (On the night I
saw the show a rare blizzard was socking the Eastern Seaboard.)
In one of the show’s most memorable and effective touches Ms. Hopkins folds the classic Woody Guthrie song
“This Land Is Your Land” into one of her own compositions. She follows it with a rumination on the potential
brevity of our stay on Earth: “We think of ourselves as invincible and eternal, nestled comfortably in our buildings of glass and concrete and stone, but in the Arctic it’s impossible not to notice that we’re actually lucky to have
survived thus far, and that we weren’t always here, and that we won’t always be here.”

Star-trekking and soul-baring are juxtaposed with
bizarre, oddly beguiling bravado in “The Success
of Failure (or, the Failure of Success),” the latest
and last installment in Cynthia Hopkins’s trilogy
of mixed-media performance works about transforming the harsh truths of life into entertaining
fictions.
In the trilogy’s first two parts, also seen at St.
Ann’s Warehouse, where the new show opened on
Tuesday night, Ms. Hopkins slipped into the skins
of Cameron Seymour, a fictional female rock star
from the 1970s, and her daughter, a documentary
filmmaker searching for the truth about her mother, among other characters. Ms. Hopkins used
these fictional selves to explore her ideas about loss, nostalgia and the pursuit of a healthy identity — and a viable life — in
art.
In the new show, directed by D. J. Mendel, she raises navel-gazing to intergalactic levels, portraying a posthuman astronaut named Ruom Yes Noremac (read it backward) in the first act, and then dropping the alien guise and spacesuit to
appear before us figuratively naked, as an earthbound explorer of psychic despair, the singer and actress Cynthia Hopkins
herself, in the second.
The space-oddity act mixes high-tech gadgetry with silly whimsy. Jim Findlay and Jeff Sugg, who provide the set design
and the elaborate videos projected on a long strip of screen above the stage, can be seen behind plastic flaps at the rear,
fiddling with machines and occasionally doing funky dances. At several points they charge through the plastic to assist Ms.
Hopkins or join her in a bit of David Neumann and Annie B. Parson’s loopy choreography.
Short version of the convoluted story: Ruom is a dipsomaniacal member of a species of pig-snouted creatures descended
from humans. (Man became extinct after a nuclear explosion.) Ruom is charged with fending off an imminent attack from
the Intergalactic League for Universal Consciousness, an alliance bent on blowing up Earth “to obliterate bad juju” left
behind by the humans. The league also wants to stop its foes from reigniting the Sun. The league’s plan is to create a black
hole where Earth used to be, so its members can slip into another galaxy.
Or something like that. I didn’t understand the plot of the new “Star Trek” movie, either, frankly, and in any case, Ms.
Hopkins’s freaky farrago of a story is incidental. The tone of elegiac loss is what matters here, in the plaintive songs about
lost edens and the need to remake the world.
“I want things to be back the way they were, when I was new in the world,” Ruom sings.
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Clever as some of the cheesy spoofery is — there’s a mocking bit of video from the Muppets’ “Pigs in Space” sketch — the
first half of the show is overwritten, indulgent and only fitfully entertaining. It’s when Ms. Hopkins returns, stripped of the
carapace of artifice she has been employing throughout the trilogy, that “The Success of Failure” moves into engaging if often harrowing territory. Standing before a series of panels on which her personal history has been diagramed, Ms. Hopkins,
36, reflects on the grim circumstances of her life in a tone shorn of sympathy-seeking emotion.
“I’m not a documentary filmmaker or a neurologist or a rock star from the 1970s,” she says in the opening monologue. “I’m
a falling-down blackout drunk. Why am I a blackout drunk? For the same reason I’ve been weaving elaborate tapestries
of extravagant musical-theater fiction out of extracted strands of truth for most of my adult life: because I am plagued by
chronic, baffling, overwhelming, suicidal depression.”
Confessional narratives don’t get much darker or more honest than the one Ms. Hopkins unfolds. The death of her mother
from cancer when Ms. Hopkins was a teenager has been the defining moment in her experience, and the fallout from that
loss sent her reeling through a decade and more of self-destructive behavior that she describes in raw detail.
Stories of personal pathology and searches for redemption are by no means rare in performance art, but Ms. Hopkins’s unvarnished reckoning with her demons, and the story of her attempt to obliterate her own bad juju through aesthetics, have
a blunt, compelling power. For all the grimness, there are also moments of grace, as when she reads from the last entries in
her mother’s diary, in which she expressed profound faith in the simplest but most eloquent words.
Ms. Hopkins allows herself freer emotional range in the songs. In contrast to the darkness of the monologue, these are
mostly upbeat. For Ms. Hopkins music is obviously a restorative force, and an artistic refuge in which she does not need to
lose herself in fictional guises.
In the final song, a disarmingly sweet folk tune, she celebrates the power of sunshine and the beauty of life’s regeneration.
“Yeah, the sun is a wondrous thing,” the chorus runs. But as she repeats the refrain, the light is dying on her face, until she
is lost in darkness. The poignant contrast is surely not lost on this troubled and talented artist.

To a certain kind of aesthetic traditionalist there is certainly no more
alienating set of words in the artist’s vocabulary than the phrase
“mixed-media performance.” Such an individual hears those words and
fears, more often than not justifiably, the very worst — indulgence,
discord, facile earnestness. The mixed-media performer can be prone to
masquerading platitude (war is trying; love, unattainable; materialism,
rampant) as position. And in delivering the masquerade in several
formats —with instruments, computer monitors, acrobats — the performer is suggesting that a mere barrage of images will compensate for
all crimes of intellectual ambition committed.
Cynthia Hopkins, however, holds herself to a higher standard. Her latest
piece, “Must Don’t Whip ’Um,” which made its debut at St. Ann’s Warehouse earlier this week after a staging in Minneapolis, is a triumph of
disciplined thinking, narrative fluidity and musical accomplishment.
Ms. Hopkins tells the story of a failed and missing fictitious 1970s rock
singer, Cameron Seymour, through the pieced-together reminiscences
of her daughter, Mary, who is making a documentary about her in hopes
of figuring out exactly who and what she was. The conceit allows for the use of projected images from live cameras and the presentation of hilarious mock documentary footage — witnesses to the era who inform Mary in
interviews that her mother wasn’t quite the Janis Joplin genius she had imagined.
Ms. Hopkins nimbly plays both mother and daughter. As Cameron, she sings a series of haunting and sometimes quite funny
songs that she composed herself, accompanied by Ms. Hopkins’s
band, Gloria Deluxe, which moves in and out of view on the upper
level of a stage, a scrim serving to hide and reveal it. Ms. Hopkins’s
voice is both so delicate and emotionally forceful — part Natalie
Merchant, part Madeline Peyroux — that it leaves you wondering
why she has ever bothered to do anything else but deploy it.

Must Don’t Whip ‘Um
By Helen Shaw | Thu Jan 25 2007

These days, “farewell concerts”
don’t mean bubkes. They are
usually pretexts for immediate,
triumphant returns (hi, Jay-Z!)
or, at the very least, a ghostwritten memoir. But when Cameron
Seymour—one of composer
Cynthia Hopkins’s many alter
egos—says goodbye, she
means it. Must Don’t Whip ’Um
poses as a faux-documentary of
Seymour’s final show, a bizarre,
moving mix of ecstatic Sufi
trance dances and country-inspired rock. Since Seymour is actually holding a wake for her Western
self before vanishing completely into an Islamic brotherhood, the production doubles as its own
ghostwritten memoir—but with Hopkins as both the ghost and her abandoned, haunted daughter.
Perhaps Hopkins doesn’t want to “whip ’um,” but years later, she is clearly still flogging an obsession with memory—this production’s twin, Accidental Nostalgia (2004), was also about a Seymour
impersonator and her amnesiac daughter. As always, Hopkins tucks immensely personal material
among the piece’s many folds: It may be a sparklingly high-tech play about layers, but she can’t
resist stripping her own issues disarmingly bare. Along with her collaborators, designer-performers
Jim Findlay and Jeff Sugg, she blurs the edges of confession and performance, concert and play,
memory and creation. But highfalutin concerns aside, her ethereal, demanding, exuberant rock, well,
rocks. Backed by her genre-spanning, elastic band Gloria Deluxe, Hopkins pulls off the impossible:
She makes postmodernism danceable once again.

